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DIGITIZE.
DISRUPT.
DECIDE.
The Theme
Like every year, the TMUC Career Development
Centre (CDC) is hosted its annual Job Fair on 31nd
March 2021, themed Decide. Digitize. Disrupt. The
platform aimed at providing employers the
opportunity to reach out and connect with more
than 1000 graduates and students seeking internship
and career opportunities. It was an ideal avenue for
employers to interview fresh graduates and
graduating students for internship programs and job
vacancies.
TMUC is the hub for skilled resource from
internationally recognized universities namely;

University of London (UoL), London School of
Economics (LSE), Royal Holloway, University of
the Creative Arts (UCA), University of
Hertfordshire (UH) and Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants (ACCA). The Millennium
Universal College (TMUC) being one of Pakistan’s
first and largest transnational education groups and
operating in purpose-built University Campuses
across major urban cities, offers International
degrees.
At TMUC, we take pride in providing our students
not only with academic acumen but also
professional excellence, specially to equip them for
the post pandemic marketplace.

Misaal Shahzad

TMUC Job Fair 2021 will provided employers the
opportunity to represent their organisation’s work
and culture and their recruitment policies and
conduct live interviews with our talent pool in
individual breakout rooms.

The event started with corporate leaders
delivering thematic guest lectures on a wide
array of topics to enhance students’ personal
and professional development. The speakers
included:
• Ali Ashraf (Head of
Business Development-North, ACCA);
• Ayaz Mehmood
• Ahmed Ali Zia (Group Chief HRO
Officer & CEO, HRSG);
• Abdul Aziz Bhurgri (Research Associate,
CLNS) and;
• Ibraheem Ahmed (HR
Manager, National Incubation Center).
The industry representatives spoke about;
building healthy self-confidence, tips on how
to become a successful employee,
stakeholder and business partnering,
importance of Digital Skills, Career in law
and Public Policy, and succeeding in a

The five career cones of opportunity.

The Virtual Job Fair Affair

Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, Ambiguous
(VUCA) World.

Following the Professional Development
sessions, the students were routed to
employers for face-to-face or virtual
interviews. The interview session served as
a platform for students to build their
confidence, enhance their network in the
job market, secure job and internship
placements and learn about employer
expectations.
The participating students highly applauded
TMUC for organizing the Job fair in times
of Covid-19 offering them unprecedented
exposure to the job market and an
opportunity to meet with Pakistan’s leading
employers. In the end the participating
employers were awarded TMUC
mementoes as a token of gratitude.
---------------------------------------------------------------

“One of our strongest priorities for
us at TMUC is opportunity and
inclusion. We believe that a student
should be encouraged to explore
opportunities and at TMUC we carve
a way for them.”
-

Knowledge Partner
Community Partner
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Amina Imtiaz, Head of Student Affairs

Supporting Partner
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Our esteemed participants from the industry comprising of major sectors ranging from hospitality to construction, from interiors to architecure, fashion to
business, IT to telecommunications.

TMUC Career Development Center (CDC)
Empowering students. An Inclusive environment. The right
conditions.
TMUC organizes the Job Fair annually for
industry-academia linkages. “We believe that
educational institutions should focus on the
entire student journey; from being a student to
being a professional. Our focus remains on
getting future leaders ready for the employers,
said Noorulain Zafer, head of career
development center, TMUC.
TMUC organizes the Job Fair annually for industry-academia linkages.
“We believe that educational institutions should focus on the entire
student journey; from being a student to being a professional. Our focus
remains on getting future leaders ready for the employers’, said
Noorulain Zafer, head of CDC, TMUC. A student will experience
several transitions throughout their period of study: into university,
between years and beyond university. Supporting a student during the
stages of transition makes their chance of success better.
The Job Fair 2021 is a similar initiative which seeks to empower students,
provide them ample opportunities and create the right conditions for the
students to thrive. The theme Digitize. Disrupt. Decide was chosen to
engage the students in a dialogue enabling them to make informed
decisions about how their future looks like in a post pandemic world.
“We never imagined a job fair could be this fun,” mentioned an
employer working with youth across Pakistan. This is a huge
achievement considering that TMUC’s value proposition is up to mark
and standardized. Pandemic or no pandemic we are geared as a team to
work for the betterment of our most important stakeholders: the
students.
“I gave an interview to my dream employer,’ said a student post giving
multiple interviews. The right conditions any university can provide is to
develop future leaders who make the TMUC brand proud.
Let us take the initiative further; create more opportunities, be more
inclusive and deliver better.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------TMUC organizes the Job Fair annually for industryacademia linkages. “We believe that educational
institutions should focus on the entire student journey;
from being a student to being a professional. Our focus
remains on getting future leaders ready for the employers”
- Noorulain Zafer, Head of CDC, TMUC.
“What was heartening to see was that TMUC is committed to
creating opportunities that bridge the Industry-Academia gap so
that millennials gain first- hand knowledge of the practical utility of
their academic qualifications and acquire skill sets necessary at
excel in their respective professional endeavors”, mentioned Jazz.
“I never expected a virtual job fair to be this smooth. It was so
amazingly steered by TMUC. Job well done TMUC for pulling it off
seamlessly. It was an amazing experience all together. Linking with
passionate youth and other Employer Companies has given me an
insight about the expectations at both ends which is definitely going to
be beneficial for my Organisation.” Taeed Zahra, Y.Not.U
“Happy to be a part of TMUC’s Virtual Job Fair for the second time in
a row. Found some really good candidates for big multinationals that
we hire for.” M. Ali Khalid, Get Work Now.

